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MISSION

Air  Support  is  an  aviation  engineering  and  consulting  firm  operating  in  the  Italian,

European, African and South American markets. Air Support is specialized in providing key

aviation operators all the required support in coping with the various challenges of modem

commercial aviation.

To provide support for projects of national significance, our aviation professionals handle all

the assignments with promptness and efficiency from our offices in Rome and Naples, along

with a network of  associated experts  distributed in several  reference markets.  A unique

multi-disciplinary team capable of providing top quality financial, environmental, planning

and design services to airport and airline operators and of covering, in a coordinated effort,

all the transportation requirements.

Throughout  the  years,  Air  Support  has  developed  a  vast  technical  expertise  and,  while

dealing with a variety of aviation topics, provided its clients with competitive solutions to

their  infrastructural  and  operative  needs.  The  list  of  retained  clients  includes  all  major

airport operators in Italy: AdR – Aeroporti di Roma; SEA Aeroporti di Milano; GESAC-BAA

Naples International Airport; AdF Aeroporto di Firenze; SAC Catania Airport and many more,

as well as Governmental Agencies (The Italian Civil Aviation Authority ENAC, the European

Commission and Eurocontrol), research centres (SICTA consortium by the Italian air traffic

control  agency,  Enav),  industrial  operators  (Alenia,  AMS  Selex),  foreign  firms  (IGK

Infrastructure, WSP, URS), foreign Governments (GOSS Government of Southern Sudan). To

its client, the firm delivers fully integrated planning and design services that comply with

Italian, European and the most prominent international standards, first those from ICAO

and lATA.

Air  Support  services  are  centered  on  five  core  areas:  Airports,  Airspace,  Transportation

Services, Environment, Software. Air Support team of aviation and transportation experts

have full and deep knowledge on many state-of-the-art computerized tools for steady state

and fast time simulation, calculation, planning and design.
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Fig. 1: Dinamyc assessment of capacity by fast-time simulation.
Rome Fiumicino Airport

AIRPORT INFRASTRUCTURES

Air Support Airport Infrastructures Team focuses
on improving efficiency and maximizing the use
of  existing  airfields  as  well  as  developing  new
facilities.  The  Team  provide  highly  specialized,
analytical  services  to  solve  specific  airport
operation  problems,  and  has  developed  many
forward-looking  plans  which  address  emerging
trends in the aviation industry. These insights aid
in  defining  the  course  of  future  growth  at
airports.  We have  kept  pace  with  the  industry
requirements  and  combined our  visions  of  the
future with those of our Clients to produce long-
lasting and practical  solutions for facilities design
and operations management.

The firm’s services in the airport  environment span
from detailed simulation analysis of airspace, airfield
and  terminal  operations  to  the  detailed  design  of
runways,  taxiways,  terminals,  air  cargo  facilities,
operation planning and ground access systems. 

The  technical  planning  is  coordinated  with  our
environmental  and financial  planners to assure that
any  plan  or  design  is  affordable  and  provides
alternatives for growth.

Some of the Air Support Team’s planning and design capacity in the airport field:

Airport and heliport design
Master plans and expansion
Terminal  and facilities design 
Simulation of passengers and terminal flows
Airport capacity analysis
Facilities capacity
Expansion of existing terminals
Impact of new  facilities
Runways and taxiways design
Apron design
Rigid and Flexible pavement design
High speed runway exits design
Land side planning
Air Side systems design
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Fig. 2: Structural and functional requalification of the runway
and taxiways, Naples International Airport

 



SIMULATION

Air Support is Infrastructures Team own a deep and
special  knowledge  in  steady-state  and  fast-time
simulation.

Air Support has been providing airspace and airfield
simulation modelling services to the aviation industry
since the beginning; its  modelling staff  has accrued
extensive  combined  experience  in  addressing
airspace  and  airfield  problems  using  simulation
modelling  as  well  as  analytical  techniques.  Such
approach  is  extensively  used  in  airport  (as  well  as
other  transport  systems)  delay  analysis,  airport
capacity evaluation, route planning, being possible to
combine, in a single study effort,  the evaluation all
several competing factors, such airfield overall layout,
taxiway  system  configuration,  aircraft  stand
allocation,  ATC  procedures,  fleet  mix,  scheduling,
prevailing meteo conditions and many more.

Air Support Simulation Team has designed and built
several different analytical tools, as well as most of its
latest studies has been performed using fast time in
house  models.   A  considerable  investment  in  staff
resources  and  training  as  been  made,  as  well  as
computer  equipment  and  software  to  support  the
modelling team. The availability of multiple models,
along  with  capability  to  use  the  best  simulator  to
address the specific issues at hand, gives Air Support
unparalleled  flexibility  and  responsiveness  in
providing answers to key questions about airport and
airspace. Our understanding of air traffic procedures,
insightful  management  of  aircraft  operations  data,
expertise  in  interpreting  simulation  model  outputs,
and  proven  ability  in  presenting  meaningful  results
are more fruitful than the specific simulation models
used for analysis.
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Fig. 4: Dynamic  simulations for the new layout of  Terminal B

Fig. 3: Fast Time airport simulator 3D post processor, Rome
Fiumicino Airport



TERMINAL DESIGN

Air Support’s Terminal Planning and Design capability came from a group of experienced architects and
planners who are experts at developing concepts for new and re-modelled terminals,  their  airside and
landside  interfaces.  The  firm also  develops  detailed  programs  and  associated  facility  requirements  for
passengers, baggage handling and other key terminal functions.  On strategic financial assignments, these
capabilities can be extremely important in validating or developing key capital cost and non-airline revenue
assumptions.
From the beginning of the airport terminal design process, Air Support strives for a balance between the
airspace, airfield, apron, terminal and ground transportation systems. We set the appropriate long-range
course for the terminal facilities by measuring all logical constraints on the project against its mission goals.
This process continues over multiple iterations of alternatives through the various stages of design.  Our
professionals address each critical-path decision with the best analytical tools and expertise available in the
industry. 
Whether part of an original master plan, a master plan update or a special terminal designed study, Air
Support brings industry experience in the development of terminal complex plans; and not only for the
aviation industry, any transportation system can get the right support. This experience covers a wide range
of terminal planning and design assignments, large or small.
Air Support provides programming services that address the appropriate level of precision needed to define
terminal  facilities for master  planning, conceptual  and schematic  design phases in to the final  detailed
design and construction phases.
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TERMINAL DESIGN

Utilizing  specialized  analytical  tools,  our  experts  combine  terminal  planning  and  design  expertise  with
financial  services  to  address  the  optimum revenue generating  opportunities  and  concessions  locations
within a specific terminal design.  
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AIRSPACE PLANNING

The continuous growth of air travel demand has direct impact of all key element of Air Transportation, both
on the ground and in the air.  Air Support Airspace Planning Team is tasked with addressing that impact and
developing strategies to respond to upgraded needs and requirements in airspace procedures.   Air Support
supplies operative solutions, planning efficiency and rationalising the airspace design process. Extensive use
of fast time simulation and other analytical tools is the necessary prerequisite for a successful and safe
design.  Tasks completed in this matter include: 

• AIP standard procedure design
• New route design
• Revision of separation rules
• Speed and/or  altitude restrictions
• Controller tactics
• TMA study and design
• Sectors capacity analysis
• Parallel or converging approaches
• Location of navigation aids

Air  Support  has  developed a  consolidated  airspace  analysis  procedure,  useful  in  the  determination  of
runway orientation, NAVAID requirements, ATC procedures design. Input for this process include historical
weather data (such wind direction, wind velocity, time of occurrence, ceiling/visibility category, duration of
crosswind conditions  and duration  of  IFR conditions),  historical  activity  traffic  level,  updated fleet  mix,
availability of advanced ATC equipment, revision of ATC flow management techniques, etc.

Achieved  goals  include  increased  airspace  capacity,  reduced  overfly  noise,  optimized  queue  strategies,
reduced  flight  time,  improved  conflict  resolution  strategies,  all  resulting  in  immediate  economical,
operational and social benefits for the airport and its environs.
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Fig. 5: Simulation model of the Southern Italy airspace containing 4
Airports: Napoli- Capodichino, Salerno Costa d'Amalfi, Capua and

Grazzanise



AVIATION SERVICES

To complement  Air  Support  range  of  consulting  services,  the  firm has  developed expertise  in  aviation
management and operations,  including aviation activity forecasting and financial  feasibility  studies. Our
experts has been involved in developing business plans for airport development consortia, new airlines and
airport concessionaires, conducting related feasibility and risk assessments studies.  The range of aviation
services includes also: 

• Flow and delays management
• Revision and/or design of ATC 

procedures (SIDs & STARs);
• Network and traffic simulations
• Impact analysis of  GPS and ILS
• Hub & spoke simulations
• Scheduling revision 
• Apron management and gate allocation
• Simulation of queuing strategies
• Multi-airport system
• A-SMGCS
• A-COM

Particular  emphasis  has  been  put  in  developing  strategies  that  would  result  in  increased  operational
throughput while maintaining required safety and security standards.  Particularly successful has been the
implementation of Apron Management Services for several domestic airport operators, thus allowing an
optimized utilization of  available  resources  while providing  enhanced apron movement control  of  both
aircraft and ramp vehicles.

The wide range of solutions offered by Air Support often results in competitive advantages and strategic
benefits for the Client.  Our professionals are constantly looking for new solutions to improve productivity
and  profit  in  several  operative  fields.  Air  Support  uses  operational  research,  systems  engineering  and
information technology progress to supply its Clients with tailored products and consulting services for
decision support.

Air  Support  has  also  spun-off  an  Aviation  Commercial  unit  that  provides  direct  support  for  route
development structuring and to promptly  respond to air  service  trends and growth.   These effort  has
resulted in direct involvement in providing international air service to Italian regional airports, including e-
ticketing, marketing, yield management and legal support.
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Fig. 6: Apron Management Service and gate allocation System.
Catania International Airport



ENVIRONMENT

Air  Support  Environmental  Planning  Team assists  airports  in  meeting  legal,  regulatory  and  community
requirements  and  resolving  issues  that  are  increasingly  important  to  airport  operations  and  capital
development.  The group has earned a strong reputation in the domestic market for expertise in airport
noise management and air quality. These professional are expert in preparation of Environmental Impact
Statements, Environmental Assessments and aircraft noise compliance studies in accordance with national
and European and international standards.

Air  Support's  understanding  of  noise  problems,
associated political implications and extensive work in
the  field,  contributes  significantly  to  our  ability  to
assist  airport  operators  in  their  environmental
planning needs. Our success in airport environmental
planning is attributable to three factors: experience,
resources and personal involvement.

We have developed a series of computerized tools to
assist  with  the  complex  evaluation  of  airport,  air
traffic actions and land use planning actions.  In an
effort  to  better  communicate  noise-related  issues,
our  experts  make  extensive  use  of  Geographic
Information  Systems  (GIS)  which  allows  for  the
review, monitoring and evaluation of noise effects. 

In  performing  noise  compatibility  planning  studies,
noise  awareness  planning  and  land  use  monitoring
programs,  our  professionals  have  a  long  history  of
using  the  FAA’s  Integrated  Noise  Model  (INM),  the
industry  standard  for  developing  noise  compliance
contours  maps  and  completing  noise  analysis  and
noise abatement procedures studies.
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SELECTED PROJECTS

SELECTED PROJECTS
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SELECTED PROJECTS

JUBA MASTER PLAN - JUBA - SOUTHERN SUDAN

Site Juba International Airport 

Country Southern Sudan

Project Master Plan for the development of the airport and airport real estate area

Client Blue Magnolia ltd – Cape Town – South Africa for the GoSS Government Of Southern 
Sudan

Year 2006-2007

Project value 160 M USD (est.)

Pax/year --

The Juba international airport Master Plan set the path of the renovation and development of the existing

airport for the next ten years; through the plan the Government of Southern Sudan would transform the

airport into an infrastructure at international level, as well as provide the basic cargo infrastructure for the

development of the newest country of Africa, as soon as the South Sudan became independent.

As  one of  the priority  of  the  GoSS was to open a “gate”  for  the new Country,  Air  Support  studied the

development of a licensed and ICAO certified airport; the air-side, terminal and land-side facilities have been

designed and their development phased for the near and medium term future. The master plan starts from

the traffic statistics, pass though the demand analysis and proceed through the capacity analysis of the

existing facilities,  toward the dimensioning of  the new facilities that  have to be developed;  the  airport

mosaic  pieces  have  then  been  programmed,   in  four  large  phases.  In  this  way  an  air  transportation

“platform” would be created for both freight and passenger use. The infrastructure will be catalytic to the

growth  and  development  of  the  area  as  well  as  those  using  it  will  experiment  levels  of  service  at

international standards.
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SELECTED PROJECTS

BASILICATA REGIONAL AIRPORT - POTENZA - ITALY

Site Basilicata

Country Italy

Project Master Plan and  Feasibility Study

Client City of Potenza Council - Potenza - Italy

Year 2003

Project value 50 M USD (est.)

Pax/year Up to 1,5 M (est.)

Air Support was appointed by the City of Potenza, regional capital of Basilicata in Southern Italy, to review

and upgrade  the proposed Master Plan for a new airport, to be located close to the town area. The new

airport is being developed to serve an aviation demand in the range from 0,5 to 1,5 milion of passengers per

year, in order to meet the aviation needs of the Basilicata region, that is the only one in Italy that doesn't

have any airport. The project was carried out to get an efficient and economically viable alternative to the

other and more constrained transportation modes, as well as to find, exploit and develop market niches of

passengers, cargo and aviation related activities. Air Support was responsible for the preliminary design of

the new airport, the cost/benefit feasibility study and the business plan including all required procedural,

operational, engineering and environmental analysis. The air traffic forecast, ATC obstacle maps, Airport

Layout Plan, together with all the relevant airfield, passenger terminal, access road and support facilities

design were all delivered to the Client.
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SELECTED PROJECTS
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SELECTED PROJECTS

MALPENSA CAPACITY ANALYSIS – MILANO – ITALY

Site Milan Malpensa International Airport

Country Italy

Project Hubbing and Airport Capacity Analysis

Client SEA Aeroporti di Milano SpA 

Year 1999 - 2000

Project value Client Confidential

Pax/year 18,5 M PAX (2001)

The new Milano Malpensa2000 international airport was designed to operate as the main gateway hub for

Northern Italy. Just after the  unlucky opening of the new facilities, Air Support was asked to develop a plan

to help infrastructure to reach its goal of creating a world-class airport through the completion of extensive

airfield and airspace simulation modelling. The contract tasks included direct support and input to update

the  airport  Master  Plan,  the

airport  capacity  assessment,

airspace  compatibility  analysis,

air  navigational  procedures

evaluation,  obstacle  surface

interference  analysis  and

operational  throughput

evaluation. Part of the work was

done in coordination with ENAV,

the  Italian  air  traffic  authority

and  in  cooperation  with  the

Malpensa  hub  carrier  of  that

time Alitalia.
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SELECTED PROJECTS
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SELECTED PROJECTS

FLORENCE AIRSPACE ANALYSIS – FIRENZE – ITALIA

Site Firenze International Airport 

Country Italy

Project Airspace Flight  Procedures Planning and Design

Client ADF Aeroporto di Firenze SpA – Firenze - Italy

Year 2003

Project value 0,2 M USD (est.)

Pax/year 1,9 M (2007)

The Florence Airport is the city airport of the Italian famous fashion capital; although it hosts international

flights, it has to fight against very limited space that constraints the  infrastructure development and caps

its capacity. In order to provide resources for growth and meet the increasing air traffic demand, Air Support

was  tasked  by  the  airport  authority  with  developing  new  procedures  for  runway  023  along  with  the

deployment of relevant NAVAIDS and design of a new precision approach path indicator (PAPI) system. Air

Support coordinated a multi-disciplinary team  that cooperated also with AIRBUS and BOEING and  that

finally resulted in the approval of new IFR and VFR flight procedures. As a direct result of the study, the

airport is now served by higher capacity single-aisle jetliners (A319), so enlarging the airport capacity and

market that was previously only served by a fleet mix limited to turboprops and small regional jets.
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SELECTED PROJECTS

NAPLES INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT - NAPOLI - ITALY

Site Naples International Airport 

Country Italy

Project Structural and Functional Runway Renovation

Air Side lighting systems and additional works

Client GESAC – BAA – Napoli - Italia

Year 2006 - 2008

Project value 7,3 M USD

Pax/year 5,7 M PAX (2011)

As one of the Air Support's offices is based in Napoli, the company was, and still is, easily involved in a

number of projects for the Naples International airport.

One  of  those,  that  is  quite  well  known,  is  the  complete  runway  06-24  renovation  and  pavement

reconstruction, designed, planned and then made in only three days and eight hours; the pavement are

designed at the highest international standards and were carried out using digitally controlled scrapers as

well as computer controlled pavement forming machines.

The contract appointed also included new runway and taxiway lighting systems, based on LED technology

(top technology at the time of the project), the complete power supply systems, transformer, power room,

control  and management system for light regulation, remote and direct control systems to the ATC and

control  tower.  A  new  computer  controlled  stop-bar  system  with  an  anti-runway-incursion  system,  the

upgrade from the old CALVERT to a new full ALS and minor works to comply in full with the ICAO Annex 14

and Italian civil aviation authority (ENAC) regulation were also included in the project.
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SELECTED PROJECTS

DYNAMIC ASSESSMENT & AIR-SIDE CAPACITY – ROME FIUMICINO

Site Roma Fiumicino International Airport

Country Italy

Project Dynamic assessment of airport and air-side capacity

Client ADR Aeroporti di Roma SpA – Roma - Italia

Year 2004 - 2007

Project value Client Confidential (est. over 170M USD)

Pax/year 37,4 M PAX (2011)

The expansion program of  Aeroporti di Roma  for 2004-2009, included improvements to the runway and

taxiway systems and to the aircraft parking positions number and layout.

The planned projects involved the upgrade of the existing facilities as well as the design of new air-side and

land-side infrastructures.

To achieve such goals, AirSupport was appointed a contract for the dynamic capacity assessment of the

airport components as well as the overall airport.

A very sophisticated tri-dimensional computer based simulation model was built by AirSupport both for the

airborne problems and the airport air-side; a series of airfield simulation models were set up, to analyse the

airfield capacity and delay that could be generated by the planned projects.

The workgroup included ADR and AirSupport personnel and officially involved representatives from ENAC

(the Italian civil  aviation authority)  and ENAV (the Italian ATC/M service provider) Once completed,  the

simulation models allowed, carefully selecting the 800+ variables, to check and develop the best possible

program  schedule,  while  maintaining  adequate  airport  capacity  for  the  forecast  activity  levels.  The

simulation models are still active and in use in ADR by a special team, instructed by AirSupport.
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SELECTED PROJECTS

SALERNO PONTECAGNANO MASTER PLAN

Site Aeroporto Regionale di Salerno Pontecagnano

Country Italy

Project Master Plan

Client Aeroporto di Salerno SpA 

Year 2001 - 2004

Project value Client Confidential

Pax/year 500'000 PAX (forecast)

Air Support served as the leading planning firm tasked with preparing the airport development plan for the

Salerno Regional airport. The plan included the update of the aviation forecast, both for commercial and

cargo flights, a new layout for the terminal

building,  updated  airspace  and  NAVAIDS

planning, as well as a comprehensive land-

use plan that included the layout and sizing

of all  critical airport support facilities and

airport environs.

The airport was upgraded to serve the air

traffic  demand  to  the  Amalfi  Coast  area,

Capri, Sorrento and Ravello.

As the airpot catching area is famous for its

fresh  food  production,  the  cargo  needs

were also addressed in the Master Plan.
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SELECTED PROJECTS

LUCCA REGIONAL AIRPORT PRELIMINARY DESIGN – LUCCA – ITALY

Site Aeroporto Regionale di Lucca Tassignano

Country Italy

Project Preliminary Design

Client Aeroporto di Lucca SpA

Year 2009

Project value Client Confidential

Pax/year About 500'000 (forecast)

The Lucca-Tassignano is currently a small airport, between the Firenze and Pisa airports; it is mainly used by

general aviation flights, helicopters, civil protection and anti-fire aircraft, and it is used as a quite “large”

launch pad for parachute droppings of the “Folgore”, a special assault corp of the Esercito Italiano, based in

the close Pisa military air base.

 As the majority of the capital of the airport management company passed to a Russian investors group, Air

Support was asked by the airport authority to renew the plan for the airport, to understand the potential of

the catchment area and the costs of its expansion to host international flights.

The plan included: a survey of the existing facilities, local rules and urban regulation and the forecast of the

potential  origin  and  destination  traffic;  an  infrastructures  dimensioning  was  carried  out  including  the

runway extension vs. re-orientation and re-built options; complete airspace study and 3D obstacle clearance

simulation study to understand if and how the geometrical ICAO constraints could affect the expansion; the

study for a new flexible small terminal, to be eventually enlarged in the near future, completed the work,

together with a new positioning and expansion of the hangars and service buildings; a new access and direct

connection to the close parallel highway was also part of the plan.
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SELECTED PROJECTS

TAMBACOUNDA – AIRPORT AND TERMINAL – SENEGAL

Site Tambacounda

Country Senegal

Project Airport and Terminal preliminary Design

Client CONITA SpA – Kinshasa - Congo 

Year 2009 - 2011

Project value Client Confidential

Pax/year --

Between 2008 and 2011, Air Support worked for a partnership of MIB project from Lucca, Italy, and CONITA

ltd, Kinshasa, Dem. Rep. Congo developing the preliminary project for the renew of the Tambacounda airport

in Senegal.

The design included the total runway pavement and its enlargement to 2000 and then 2600 metres and the

upgrading of all the airport airside infrastructures, the taxiways system, a new apron and other facilities to

drive the airport to the ICAO 4C standard.

The small existing terminal, with small rooms and only one departure lounge, was completely redesigned to

comply with the IATA standards at C level of service. The terminal design forecast traffic was from 250'000

passengers per year and it was particularly designed to be modular and enlarged by “slices” of 15 x 45

metres up to a future capacity of 750'000 passengers/year. The modular terminal structure will also allow

the future expansions under traffic, without interrupting the normal operations.

The project included the complete terminal systems design, from the check-in up to the arrival lounges and

the baggage handling system, and both the air side and land side upgrade for all the special aeronautical

systems. Special attention was given to the access road and the parking system, as well as the land side

areas design with a small hotel and other services buildings for the security and airport authorities buildings.
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SELECTED PROJECTS

SAINT LOUIS – EXPANSION AND NEW TERMINAL – SENEGAL

Site Saint Louis

Country Senegal

Project Airport expansion and new Terminal preliminary Design

Client MIB Project Lucca (Italy) - CONITA ltd Kinshasa (Congo)

Year 2009 - 2011

Project value Client Confidential

Pax/year First phase planed for up to 1 million passengers

Between 2009 and 2011 Air Support was asked by a joint venture of two companies, MIB Project of Lucca

(Italia) end CONITA ltd of Kinshasa (Congo Dem. Rep.), to develop the planning and preliminary project of

four senegalese airports; among these that of Saint-Louis span form the existing runway enlargement up to a

new terminal design.

The preliminary project integrated, from an aeronautical point of view, the combination of a transportation

engineering project with an architectonical innovative “modular” concept for the new terminal; the project

put together the new infrastructures development with the operational and functional existing activities; an

environmental friendly approach was also guaranteed, avoiding any misuse of the relevant natural areas in

the vicinity of the airport; all the relevant international IATA requirements and ICAO constraints were fully

respected.

The project included: the capacity analysis of the existing infrastructures; a condensed and phased master

plan; dimensioning and facility preliminary design for the air-side (runway, taxiways, apron) terminal and

land-side;  airport  main  system dimensioning  including  a  first  stage  of  navigation  and approach aids;  a

modular  commercial  passengers terminal  was designed as  well  as one smaller for the general  aviation;

additional works were planned to allow the airport expansion, including a small dam for the East threshold

runway expansion.
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SELECTED PROJECTS

MILAN LINATE – REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT – MILAN – ITALY

Site Aeroporto Internazionale di Milano Linate

Country Italy

Project Preliminary Design

Client Systematica, Ernst & Young

Year 2009

Project value Client Confidential

Pax/year 9,0 M PAX (2011)

Airports nowadays try to get as much as possible from their privileged position on the market; this includes

not only the development of a network of origin and destinations to be connected by flights, but also other

activities  that  can contribute  to the  balance  sheets;  among these,  the  real  estate  development  on  the

concession areas is one of the most wanted.

Air Support was so involved within a strong group of consultants by the Ernst & Young office in Milano, for

an important exercise about a foreseen real estate development of Milano Linate international airport areas;

the exercise was carried on and then presented to the SEA, the managing company of Linate, to asses how

the areas not used or not strategically necessary to the airport aviation activities development, could be

used to get different incomes.

This proofed the concept that the real estate development can contribute with large and solid incomes to the

annual  balance  of  any  airport,  especially  for  those  small  and  medium  sized  airports  that  reach  with

difficulties, or cannot even reach, an annual turnover that could allow them to supply good aviation services.

This first project was then presented in several specialized meetings and congresses, were a large follow up

was easily found and now is being developed in a number of small and medium size airports by Air Support

with Deloitte consulting group.
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SELECTED PROJECTS

JUBA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT TERMINAL – SOUTHERN SUDAN

Site Juba International Airport

Country Southern Sudan

Project New Airport Terminal Special System Design Presidential and VIP Lounges Design

Client Blue Magnolia ltd – Cape Town – South Africa

Year 2009 - 2011

Project value 10,2 M USD (est.)

Pax/year 300'000 PAX (2010)

The project of the new airport terminal at Juba, the capital of the South Sudan, the newest Africa's country,

started two years after  the completion of  the airport  development plan,  carried out  by AirSupport  and

approved in 2007, and was assigned to Air Support to drive the airport terminal toward its opening for the

independence  day,  the  9th  of  July  2011.  The  Juba  International  terminal  project  included:  passengers

processes reset and new design for the airport security and segregated areas; the complete revision of the

terminal functional “chain” and areas dimensioning, according to international IATA standards; passenger

and baggage flows control; supervision of the architectural and structural designs for safety and security as

well as the preliminary and detailed design of all the terminal special equipments, furnitures, VIP lounges,

Presidential lounge decoration and design of terminal systems.

Special  systems design included planning and dimensioning of  the baggage handling systems (BHS)  for

departing and arriving baggage treatment, check-in counters, gate desks, X-ray and metal detectors, flight

information displays, all in compliance with the IATA level of service C. 

A dedicated electronic fire detection system was designed, providing the installation of a remotely controlled

network,  electronic  smoke  detection  devices,  fire  and  heat  detectors.  A  sophisticated  access  control

management system was also designed to control the access into the terminal sterile and common areas:

the system is managed by the central control room as well as special badge, cameras and RFID readers,

distributed through the terminal, allowing a complete remote supervision and situation awareness. An high

level of safety and security is guaranteed by a dedicated software by AirSupport
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SELECTED PROJECTS

MORONI PORT – NEW TERMINAL AND SPECIAL SYSTEMS

Site Moroni

Country Comoros Islands

Project New Port Planning and Passenger Terminal and Special Systems Preliminary 
Design

Client SCF Engineering Middle Est, Dubai (UAE)

Year 2010 – 2011

Project value Client Confidential

Pax/year Up to 500'000

A group of three main islands in the Indian Ocean compose the Comoros Republic; Air Support, together with

a group of recognized port design companies, was asked to plan and design, among other project, the new

port passengers terminal of the archipelago capital, on the Moroni island. The project included a complete

transportation flow analysis for the small port and the design of a new passenger facility in such narrow

spaces; as the new port is forecast to host both international and domestic passengers, it was necessary to

approach the port terminal  project just like an airport, with segregated and sterile areas and regulated

passages flow management. Given the narrow spaces, the terminal functions were developed in height,

using three levels, with check-in areas and arrivals at ground floor, waiting lounges, security controls and a

small shopping area at the first floor; other services and offices were at the third level and an instrumented

heliport  facility  and its  terminal  is  hosted on the  roof.  The transportation building “machine”  was then

“dressed” by the architects with a nice “local fashion” dress.
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SELECTED PROJECTS

UYO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT – UYO – NIGERIA

Site Uyo International Airport 

Country Nigeria

Project Air Side Facilities Design
New International Terminal Design Support

Client 3TI International – Dubai – UAE

Year 2012 on going

Project value Client Confidential
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SELECTED PROJECTS

MONSTER PROJECT – Monitoring Noise at European Airports

Site European Airports 

Country Italy and Europe

Project MONSTER – Monitoring Noise at European Airports

Client European Commission – Brussel - Belgium

Year 2003 - 2007

Project value 2,8 M USD
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SELECTED PROJECTS

GINO LISA REGIONAL AIRPORT – FOGGIA – ITALIA

Site Gino Lisa Regional Airport – Foggia

Country Italy

Project New Runway feasibility study
and military airspace compatibility analysis

Client ADR Engineering SpA – Roma - Italy

Year 2006

Project value Client Confidential
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SELECTED PROJECTS

VIVANO DI GAETA – HELIPORT & INTERMODAL TERMINAL – ITALIA

Site Vivano di Gaeta 

Country Italy

Project Heliport and Intermodal Terminal preliminary project 

Client Consorzio Sviluppo Industriale Sud Pontino – Gaeta – IT 

Year 2006

Project value 2,8 M USD
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SELECTED PROJECTS

NOISE ANALYSIS & SIMULATIONS ROME FIUMICINO AIRPORT

Site Roma Fiumicino International Airport 

Country Italy

Project Noise analysis and simulations
for the new master plan at year 2044

Client URS Pascall + Watson

Year 2012

Project value Client Confidential
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SELECTED PROJECTS

THREE PORTS & FLEETS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM – MESSINA – ITALIA

Site Porti di Messina - Villa S. Giovanni – Tre Mestieri

Country Italy

Project Three Ports and Fleets Management System

Client Caronte e Tourist SpA  - Messina – Italy 

Year 2010 on going

Project value Client Confidential
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SELECTED PROJECTS

WIND FARM IMPACT ANALYSIS ON THE AIRPORT ACTIVITIES

Site Aeroporto Regionale di Crotone 

Country Italy

Project Assessment of the impact of the Wind Farm on the airport activities

Client V.Energy SpA – Crotone – Italy

Year 2011

Project value Client Confidential
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SELECTED PROJECTS

RISK ASSESSMENT FOR RUNWAY WEARING COURSE – OMAN

Site Muscat Seeb International Airport

Country Oman

Project Risk Assessment for runway wearing course, Muscat and Salalah

Client Hill International – 3Ti Consultants

Year 2013

Project value Client Confidential
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SELECTED PROJECTS

STAGING PLAN – MUSCAT SEEB AIRPORT DEVELOPMENT – OMAN

Site Muscat Seeb International Airport

Country Oman

Project Staging Plan – Hill international Support

Client Hill International – 3Ti Consultants

Year 2013

Project value Client Confidential
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SELECTED PROJECTS

E-TICKETING SYSTEM – ORISTANO – ITALIA

Site Aeroporto Regionale di Oristano 

Country Italy

Project Airline Web Reservation and E-Ticketing System 

Client Aeroporto di Oristano SpA – Oristano – Italia

Year 2010 - 2011

Project value Client Confidential
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SELECTED PROJECTS

SMALL AIRPORT NETWORK MASTER PLAN – ITALY

Site Aeroporti di Ancona – Rimini – Pescara - Perugia 

Country Italy

Project Ottimizzazione della rete di aeroporti regionali 

Client Istituto Adriano Olivetti – Ancona – Italia

Year 2009 - 2010

Project value Client Confidential
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SELECTED PROJECTS

JUBA MILITARY AIRPORT – JUBA – SOUTHERN SUDAN

Site Juba Military Airport 

Country Southern Sudan

Project Army and Air Force Facilities

Client Blue Magnolia ltd – Cape Town - South Africa

Year 2009 - 2010

Project value Client Confidential
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SELECTED PROJECTS

AERONAUTICAL STUDY – NAPLES – ITALY

Site Aeroporto Internazionale di Napoli 

Country Italia

Project Studio per l'attraversamento dell'area aeroportuale

Client Metropolitana di Napoli SpA – Napoli – Italia 

Year 2010

Project value Client Confidential
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SELECTED PROJECTS

AERONAUTICAL STUDY – TUNIS – TUNISIA

Site Tunis Port Authority 

Country Tunisia

Project Airspace compatibility analysis for a new very high skyscraper 

Client SAIR G.E.I.E. – Palermo - Italia

Year 2010

Project value Client Confidential
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